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Any commercial metal—steel, castiron,
practically all ferrous and non-ferrous
alloys and non-ferrous metals—can be
joined advantageously by oxtvelding.
At Leni^h University
Packard Laboratory Piping
is Oxwelaed.
OXWELDING was selected as the means of installing thepiping system of the James Ward Packard Laboratory
because of its many advantages over other methods of pipe join-
ing. It lowered costs in every step of the installation. Design was
simplified. Fittings were fabricated from standard pipe section.
Weight was reduced. Insulation was facilitated and less time
was required to complete the job. The piping system in this
building is permanent. Every joint is as strong, as tight, as leak-
proof and as lasting as the pipe wall itself.
The oxy-acetylene process of welding and cutting metals has
many other interesting applications in the de-
sign, construction or fabrication of metal parts
or structures. Tomorrow's engineers will be ex-
pected to know how to apply this modern
metal - working process. Several valuable and
interesting technical booklets on design and
applications are available. Write us if you are
interested.
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Your school year will not be complete if
you do not attend the greatest
function of the
SPRING QUARTER
THE
SENIOR PROM
WITH
ISHAM JONES
And His Famous Orchestra
AT THE NEIL HOUSE
Friday, April 3 - - 10 until 2
FOUR DOLLARS PER COUPLE
Tickets at
Tim's, Lazarus, Balfour, and Burr-Patterson
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DYNAMITE clears the way for modern engineering wonders S
THE
EMPIRE STATE
BUILDING . . •
How DYNAMITE was used in
the construction of the world's
tallest building
ANEW giant skyscraper now looks down onNew York's magnificent skyline. It is the
Empire State Building . . . and its topmost peak
towers 1248 feet above the earth!
It is the newest engineering marvel. Architects,
engineers, steel workers, riveters shared in its
making. But one mighty ally . . . DYNAMITE
. . . was first on the scene to do its powerful bit.
Working efficiently, quickly, Dynamite blasted
out solid rock so that the great foundation, 75 feet
below the earth, might be placed. Thirteen thousand
pounds of du Pont Dynamite was used on the job.
Skyscrapers . . . tunnels . . . bridges . . . highways
. . . dams . . . reservoirs . . . these and numerous
other engineering wonders are made possible
through the aid of Dynamite.
If you would like to learn more about explosives
and how to use them . . . if you want to learn
today for tomorrow's jobs . . . simply write direct
to the du Pont Company for full information.
You will receive a copy of The Blasters' Handbook,
which contains a great deal of the vast knowledge
of the explosives gained by the du Pont Company
in 129 years of making and testing explosives.
This book is used in the classrooms and libraries "ES.U. S.PAT. OFF.
of leading technical institutions,
free. Write for it. j
Your copy is EXPLOSIVES
E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., Inc. EXPLOSIVES DEPT. WILMINGTON, DEL.
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